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TARMAC TRADING LIMITED

THE DERBY CITY COUNCIL (CASTLEWARD) COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 2020

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 All defined terms are as set out in the Statement of Evidence.

1.2 The Objector is the leasehold proprietor of the Property pursuant to the Lease, which is a protected 

tenancy under the '54 Act.  

1.3 The Objector expected the lease to be renewed at the end of the current term in December 2021 

and had negotiated terms for a new lease and formal documentation had been prepared for 

signature by the parties.

1.4 The Outline Permission was granted on 8 February 2013 for development of the Scheme.

1.5 The Acquiring Authority made the Order in March 2020 and is now seeking confirmation of the 

Order by the Secretary of State.

1.6 CMS submitted an objection to the Order on behalf of the Objector on 3 April 2020.

1.7 The Acquiring Authority prepared a Statement of Case dated 20 August 2020 in connection with 

the Order in which it stated that it was in discussions with the Objector for the relocation of the 

Objector's business.

1.8 The Acquiring Authority acquired the landlord's interest referred to in the Lease on 6 November 

2020 and has ceased all meaningful discussions with the Objector regarding the relocation of its 

business.

1.9 The Acquiring Authority has stated that it intends to rely on its rights under the '54 Act to obtain 

possession of the Property on the basis that it believes it can oppose the grant of a new tenancy.

2. SUMMARY OF OBJECTION

2.1 In summary, the Objector objects to the Order on the following grounds:

2.1.1 the absence of need for the Property;
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2.1.2 the absence of a compelling case in the public interest and failure to comply with the 

European Convention on Human Rights;

2.1.3 failure to grasp the operations and requirements of a ready mixed concrete plant and the 

consequences for the Objector's business of extinguishing its current operations;

2.1.4 failure to consider the PPG on safeguarding existing sites contrary to advice in the 

NPPF; and

2.1.5 prematurity.

3. ABSENCE OF NEED

3.1 The Acquiring Authority has failed to demonstrate why the Property is needed now, and why the 

Objector should be deprived of its interest in the Property without adequate compensation.

3.2 Furthermore, the actual position on the ground shows that the development proposals are 

proceeding more slowly than the Acquiring Authority estimated and are unlikely to reach phase 

4 (which includes the Property) until a date much later than originally anticipated.  

4. ABSENCE OF A COMPELLING CASE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

4.1 It is unclear from the Acquiring Authority's Statement of Case why the construction of houses 

justifies the displacement of the current commercial and industrial occupiers and / or how there 

is a compelling case in the public interest to do so.

4.2 Phase 1, part of phase 2 and phase 3 of the Scheme were granted approval on the basis that they 

could be carried out whilst the Objector's business continued. That being the case it is unclear 

why the Objector's business must now be extinguished from the Property.

5. FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND THE OBJECTOR'S BUSINESS OPERATIONS

5.1 The effect of the removal of the Objector's business from the Property (unless it is relocated to an 

equivalent site), will be to extend journey times and distances making it impractical to sustain the 

business requirements of existing customers and the importation of materials for processing from 

the Objector's alternative plants.
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5.2 The loss of the Objector's business at the Property would necessitate the market being supplied 

from an alternative existing site operated by the Objector; most likely the Objector's Lockington 

ready-mix operation. The distance and time taken, not only to reach the market but also return to 

site, would make planning vehicle utilisation very problematic and also may require the inclusion 

of additives to enable the concrete to remain in a workable state for when it reached its destination. 

Both of these factors would have cost implications, which would likely give current competitors 

an advantage as they would be able to service projects at a more attractive rate and with a greater 

guarantee of the quality of the concrete as a result of it being transported over a shorter period / 

distance.

5.3 The Property operates with two full time staff, who may have to be made redundant. The four 

trucks based at the Property, and consequently their drivers' jobs, would also be under threat. As 

the Property is managed on an area basis, the loss of the plant would also have an impact on the 

viability of other jobs within the Objector's overall business; for example, sales, shipping and 

administrative staff. 

6. FAILURE TO ADEQUATELY ADDRESS THE NPPF AND THE PPG AND 

INCONSISTENT APPLICATION OF LOCAL PLANNING POLICY

6.1 In making the Order, the Acquiring Authority has failed to adequately address the NPPF and the 

PPG.

6.2 Furthermore, the emerging Derbyshire and Derby Minerals Local Plan, Towards a Minerals Local 

Plan: Spring 2018 Consultation dated December 2017 recognises the importance of safeguarding 

and draft policy covers the issue. 

6.3 Should the Objector's facility be removed during the Plan period or it can be proved that is no 

longer required, this will be taken into account when considering a proposal on or in the vicinity 

of the facility.

6.4 Notwithstanding the grant of the Outline Permission in 2013, emerging policy has been informed 

by an evidence base of existing sites including ready-mix concrete plants (the one on the Property 
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amongst them) and up to date national policy has identified the need for safeguarding of these 

facilities.

7. COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE ACQUIRING AUTHORITY 

7.1 The Acquiring Authority's willingness to discuss the Property has changed markedly since it 

acquired the freehold at the beginning of November.

7.2 Despite diligent enquiry the Objector, aided to a limited extent by the Acquiring Authority, has 

been unable to identify a suitable relocation site. Any acquisition of the Property will therefore 

result in the closure of the Objector's business in this location with consequential impacts on their 

business and the wider economy including a loss of jobs and environmental impacts.

8. PREMATURITY

8.1 The Property is manifestly not needed now.

8.2 The Acquiring Authority has acknowledged that the Property is not needed now and public 

statements regarding the phasing of the Scheme underlying the Order suggest that it will not be 

needed for a considerable period of time.

8.3 The Acquiring Authority has not exhausted attempts to acquire the Property by private treaty, 

indeed it has not made any offer to buy the Objector's interest in the Property.  

8.4 The history of the matter shows that the Acquiring Authority's attempts to negotiate with the 

Objector have been virtually non-existent.

8.5 It would appear that the Acquiring Authority has estimated that any compensation payable under 

the provisions of the '54 Act would be a very small proportion of the compensation payable under 

a compulsory purchase acquisition.  Given the Acquiring Authority's confidence in its '54 Act 

remedies it should not be afforded the option of choosing between the statutory procedures at this 

stage but should instead exhaust its remedies under the '54 Act before seeking to rely on 

compulsory purchase powers.

8.6 Only if the Acquiring Authority fails to secure the Property under the '54 Act should compulsory 

purchase powers be contemplated. 
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9. THE SCHEME

9.1 A s.73 planning application has not yet been determined and there is no guarantee that consent 

will be granted in the timescales sought thereby adding further delay to the whole Scheme and 

compounding the prematurity of the acquisition of the Property.

10. BUSINESS LEASE RENEWAL PROCEEDINGS

10.1 The Objector reserves its position as to its course of action under the '54 Act following receipt of 

the s.25 Notice. However, the Objector submits that if it is the Acquiring Authority's position that 

it can regain possession of the Property under the '54 Act, it would not appear to be necessary to 

include the Property within the land to be subject to the Order.

11. CONCLUSION

11.1 Having initially indicated that it would support the relocation of the Objector's business the 

Acquiring Authority now intends to secure possession under the '54 Act. The Objector submits 

that that would be a serious misuse of statutory powers, and it reserves its position in the event 

that the Property is included in the confirmed Order.  

11.2 This being the case the confirmation of the Order in respect of the Objector's interest is 

unnecessary.

11.3 Furthermore, if the Acquiring Authority is confident to proceed against the Objector under the '54 

Act (and take advantage of the limited compensation regime available under that legislation) it 

should be content to forego the additional powers available under compulsory purchase order 

legislation (where the compensation regime would be more generous).

11.4 For all the reasons set out above the Inspector is respectfully asked to exclude the Objector's 

interest in the Property from the Order and leave the Acquiring Authority to pursue its rights 

under the '54 Act.

CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP

4 January 2021
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TARMAC TRADING LIMITED 

THE DERBY CITY COUNCIL (CASTLEWARD) COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 2020 

STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Objector and its interest 

1.1 Tarmac Trading Limited (company registration number: 00453791) of Portland House, 

Bickenhill Lane, Solihull, Birmingham B37 7BQ (the "Objector") is the leasehold 

proprietor of Derby RMX, John Street, Derby, Derbyshire DE1 2LU (the "Property") 

pursuant to a lease dated 24 December 1996 and made between (1) Cromford Group 

Limited and (2) Tarmac Quarry Products Limited (the "Lease").   

1.2 The Lease is a protected tenancy under the Landlord & Tenant Act 1954 (the "'54 Act") 

and will continue under the '54 Act after its contractual expiry in December 2021 

provided that the Objector remains in occupation unless or until it is determined in 

accordance with (or by means permitted under) the '54 Act. 

1.3 The Objector expected the lease to be renewed at the end of the current term in 

December 2021 and had negotiated terms for a new lease and formal documentation 

had been prepared for signature by the parties. 

The Scheme and the Order 

1.4 Outline planning permission reference 05/12/00563 was granted on 8 February 2013 

(the "Outline Permission") for development of the Castleward Urban Village (the 

"Scheme"). 

1.5 Derby City Council (the "Acquiring Authority") made The Derby City Council 

(Castleward) Compulsory Purchase Order 2020 (the "Order") in March 2020 and is 

now seeking confirmation of the Order by the Secretary of State. 

1.6 The Order includes the Property which comprises plot number 15 on the Order Map. 

Contrary to the schedule to the Order, the Objector has no interest in plot number 29. 
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Objection to the Order 

1.7 CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP ("CMS") submitted an objection to 

the Order on behalf of the Objector on 3 April 2020. 

1.8 The Acquiring Authority prepared a Statement of Case dated 20 August 2020 in 

connection with the Order in which it stated that it was in discussions with the Objector 

for the relocation of the Objector's business. 

The current position 

1.9 The Acquiring Authority acquired the landlord's interest referred to in the Lease on 6 

November 2020 and has ceased meaningful discussions with the Objector regarding the 

relocation of its business since that date1. 

1.10 The Acquiring Authority has stated that it intends to rely on its rights under the '54 Act 

to obtain possession of the Property on the basis that it believes it can oppose the grant 

of a new tenancy. 

1.11 Given the Acquiring Authority's position (that it does not require compulsory purchase 

powers to acquire the Property), the inclusion of the Objector's interest in the Order 

would appear to be unnecessary and therefore the Property should be excluded from the 

Order as there is no compelling case in the public interest for the use of compulsory 

acquisition powers. 

2. SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

2.1 In summary, the Objector objects to the Order on the following grounds: 

2.1.1 the absence of need for the Property; 

2.1.2 the absence of a compelling case in the public interest and failure to comply with the 

European Convention on Human Rights; 

                                                   
1 The Acquiring Authority provided a list of relocation sites on 11 November 2020 (most of which duplicated sites already 
considered) and there was a subsequent discussion on 12 November when the Objector further expressed its concerns about finding 
a suitable site.  A formal response was issued to the Acquiring Authority once it was clear that none of the site owners had any 
interest in agreeing terms with the Objector.  Subsequent correspondence has been expressed to be without prejudice. 
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2.1.3 failure to grasp the operations and requirements of a ready mixed concrete plant and the 

consequences for the Objector's business of the extinguishment of its current operations; 

2.1.4 failure to consider Planning Policy Guidance (the "PPG") on safeguarding existing sites 

contrary to advice in the National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019) (the 

"NPPF"); and 

2.1.5 prematurity. 

3. ABSENCE OF NEED 

3.1 The Acquiring Authority has failed to demonstrate why the Property is needed now, and 

why the Objector should be deprived of its interest in the Property without adequate 

compensation. 

3.2 The Acquiring Authority has also asserted that it will rely on the '54 Act to secure 

possession of the Property in which case compulsory purchase powers are not needed 

as a "last resort" to acquire the Property and the use of such powers is unnecessary. 

3.3 Furthermore, paragraph 3.19 of the Planning Statement which accompanied the 

planning application for the Outline Permission set out the anticipated phasing of the 

Scheme as follows: 

Phase Anticipated Start Anticipated End 

1 2012 2016 

2 2016 2019 

3 2019 2023 

42 2023 2026 

5 2026 2029 

 

                                                   
2 The Property lies in Phase 4. 
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3.4 However, the actual position is as set out at Annexure 1, which shows that the 

development proposals are proceeding more slowly than this and are unlikely to reach 

phase 4 (which includes the Property) until a date much later than indicated above.   

3.5 The compulsory acquisition of land so far in advance of the dates when development 

requires it is unnecessary (and premature). 

4. ABSENCE OF A COMPELLING CASE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST 

4.1 It is unclear from the Acquiring Authority's Statement of Case why the construction of 

houses justifies the displacement of the current commercial and industrial occupiers and 

/ or how there is a compelling case in the public interest to do so. 

4.2 The Acquiring Authority has failed to address why the extinguishment of the business 

use on the Property is outweighed by the Scheme underlying the Order. 

4.3 Phases 1, part of phase 2 and phase 3 of the Scheme were granted approval on the basis 

that they could be carried out whilst the Objector's business continued.  

4.4 Furthermore, Section 5.4 of the Castleward Derby Area C4 – Noise Assessment dated 

November 2019 prepared by Ecus Ltd, which was submitted in respect of part of Phase 

3 of the Scheme and is appended at Annexure 2, states: 

"Assuming that the industrial units to the west of John Street including the [Cemex 

depot]3are retained, a mitigation package to affected façades would be required to 

achieve the internal noise criteria of BS 8233, including:  

 For living rooms overlooking the [Cemex]4 site during the day, a sound 

reduction of 35dB is required at the façade…"  

4.5 This suggests that the Objector's operations and the proposed residential uses could co-

exist. That being the case it is unclear why the Objector's business must now be 

extinguished from the Property. 

                                                   
3 This is believed to be an error: the reference to "Cemex Depot" is understood to be a reference to the Objector's operation on the 
Property 
4 As above: the reference to "Cemex Depot" is understood to be a reference to the Objector's operation on the Property 
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5. FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND THE OBJECTOR'S BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

Overview of Objector's business operations 

5.1 The principal purpose of the Property is the production, supply and distribution of ready 

mixed concrete, mortars and screeds, and similar products for delivery to locations 

across Derby; mainly to the North and West, within a radius of approximately 15 miles 

from the Property. 

5.2 The concrete is delivered in specially designed trucks incorporating a revolving drum, 

which both mixes and maintains the concrete in a state ready for use at the point of 

delivery. From initial production at the Property, the concrete has a lifespan of 

approximately two hours for it to be transported and laid as required under the 

appropriate British Standard.  

5.3 The Objector has been operating at the Property for almost 25 years, which is 

strategically located on the transport network, in a location which is necessary to enable 

not only importation of raw materials for concrete production but also delivery to 

market.  

5.4 The constituents to produce concrete are cement, gravel, sand and water. The relative 

percentage (%) quantities required to make a cubic metre of standard concrete weighing 

approximately 2.5 tonnes are 10%, 40%, 30% and 20% respectively. All of the raw 

materials required to produce concrete are delivered via the road network; sand and 

gravel normally using 30 tonne capacity HGVs at a rate of approximately 10 per day; 

cement deliveries using the same method at a rate of one per day together with additives, 

which would add an average one further HGV per week.  

5.5 Deliveries of sand and gravel are stored in bays in the open, but cement is stored in 

pressurised covered silos as is the case with additives. A wheeled loading machine is 

used to move the sand and gravel from the stock bays to a conveyor, which transfers the 

material up into the main body of the plant itself with cement being fed by an enclosed 

system of pipes.  
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5.6 The materials are weighed in the plant to ensure the correct mix design is achieved, then 

dropped into the back of a ready-mix lorry (a specially designed vehicle with a rotating 

barrel). Water is also added directly into the barrel which is then rotated to thoroughly 

mix the constituents to produce concrete. This mixture is then delivered to site where 

the revolving barrel direction is reversed, and the material is pushed from the barrel and 

allowed to be deposited via a chute. An average day would result in 10 approximately 

32 tonne loaded vehicles leaving and delivering the concrete and then returning empty 

to the Property to be washed and then ‘re-filled' as required. 

Importance of distribution distances and central locations 

5.7 By its nature concrete batching has maximum distribution distances beyond which it is 

not possible to supply concrete: central locations such as that found at the Property are 

essential to the efficient and effective supply of ready mixed concrete. 

5.8 The effect of the removal of the Objector's business from the Property (unless it is 

relocated to an equivalent site), will be to extend journey times and distances making it 

impractical to sustain the business requirements of existing customers and the 

importation of materials for processing from the Objector's alternative plants. 

5.9 The explanation for this is that concrete has a limited time within which it must be 

placed on site from the time it is produced; the appropriate British Standard requires 

this to be within two hours. Following production i.e. in this case once it has been placed 

in the ready-mix truck for mixing it then has to travel to its destination be unloaded and 

the concrete placed. If journey times were extended, this window is shortened and there 

would be a possibility that additives would be required to extend the ‘workability' of the 

product to cover any delays etc. during the journey. Any adding of additives however 

may affect the agreed specification required by the client and therefore would count 

against the Objector successfully bidding for accepting jobs. There would also be 

additional cost implications and consequent price increases to the customer, which again 

could impact on the probability of the Objector being successful in winning business. 
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Ultimately, such business could be lost to a competitor. The cost to the business being 

further affected by additional fuel costs for the delivery trucks. 

Feasibility of relocating plant outside of Derby 

5.10 Moving the concrete plant out of the City would mean some of the work relating to key 

projects, an example being the A38 Derby junction scheme, would be difficult to supply. 

To be able to meet this demand would require additional trucks being brought into the 

City from further away potentially adding to congestion, or the Objector would simply 

be unable to service the contract.  

5.11 An example of work that has been completed was for the Castleward School Project 

undertaken by Morgan Sindall where a 200m3 pour utilised four trucks from Derby. If 

this market had to be met from elsewhere; for instance, the Objector's Lockington ready 

mixed concrete plant (located near to the M1 at Junction 24A) then eight trucks would 

have had to be used. This would be due to turnaround time creating longer distances 

and the greater likelihood of delays, use of more fuel together with the impact on other 

markets which the additional trucks may have been able to service.  

Estimated costs associated with relocating / acquiring new plant 

5.12 As no replacement site has so far been identified, it is not possible to provide a fully 

itemised cost schedule to relocate or replace the Objector's concrete batching plant. 

However, following the principles in Tamplins Brewery Ltd v County Borough of 

Brighton (1971) 22 P. & C.R. 746, a compulsory purchase compensation case, an 

estimated cost is set out overleaf: 
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Item Description 
Estimate (£) 

Total (including 

contingency) (£)  

1 Pre-Sanction - -    

2 Estates 120,000  120,000  

3 Project Management  26,549  26,549  

4 Consultants 55,000  62,000  

5 Civils 437,000  485,200  

6 Electrical 175,000  201,250  

7 Mechanical 830,000  873,000  

8 Contingency  n/a  127,950  

9 Health, Safety & Environmental 5,000  5,500  

10 IT Equipment 20,000  23,000  

  TOTAL 1,668,549  1,796,499  

 

5.13 This estimate was provided to the Acquiring Authority on 9 July 2020 and is similar to 

the initial high-level estimate provided at the first meeting with the Acquiring Authority 

on 20 June 2019.  

5.14 Whilst this Inquiry is not concerned with the measure of compensation that might be 

paid on a compulsory acquisition of the Property, the scale of the cost of the effect of 

the use of compulsory purchase to a business that is required to relocate or shut down, 

one of the clear disbenefits of the Order, is or should be a material consideration for 

the confirming authority. 

Objector's profits from its operations at the Property 

5.15 Over the previous three years the Objector's concrete batching plant business has been 

highly profitable.  
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Impact of the Order 

5.16 The loss of the Objector's business at the Property would necessitate the market being 

supplied from an alternative existing site operated by the Objector; most likely the 

Objector's Lockington ready-mix operation. The distance and time taken, not only to 

reach the market but also return to site, would make planning vehicle utilisation very 

problematic and also may require the inclusion of additives to enable the concrete to 

remain in a workable state for when it reached its destination. Both of these factors 

would have cost implications, which would likely give current competitors an advantage 

as they would be able to service projects at a more attractive rate and with a greater 

guarantee of the quality of the concrete as a result of it being transported over a shorter 

period / distance. 

5.17 The Property operates with two full time staff, and whilst alternative employment 

opportunities within the business would be sought for them, redundancy cannot be ruled 

out. The four trucks based at the Property, and consequently their drivers' jobs, would 

also be under threat. As the Property is managed on an area basis, the loss of the plant 

would also have an impact on the viability of other jobs within the Objector's overall 

business; for example, sales, shipping and administrative staff.  

5.18 The economies of the Property also relate directly back to upstream contribution (i.e. 

the sand, gravel and cement required in producing the concrete and the buying power 

for additives). The reduced amount of required supply would have impacts both in 

relation to staff requirements to produce the quantities involved, the drivers of vehicles 

servicing the Property and the ability to gain advantageous rates relating to economies 

of scale when purchasing those constituents which the Objector does not produce itself. 

5.19 Furthermore, an increase in the distance of deliveries of the constituent parts of concrete 

and the actual delivery of the concrete could put pressure on the legal requirements for 

maximum driving hours. In addition, at certain times of the year, this could limit the 

window within which deliveries to customers could be made as most customers require 

early deliveries to allow time for the product to cure / dry. In winter periods, there is the 
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added issue of limited daylight hours to make deliveries, which would be impacted by 

the distances travelled. With many larger projects, the essential requirement is to have 

a constant flow of deliveries to maintain the required specification of both material and 

scheme, which would again be affected by the increased distance / travelling time 

involved. 

5.20 The loss of the Objector's plant would result in a reduction in competitiveness in 

tendering for business leaving the market reliant on the remaining plants in Derby. 

5.21 At the present time there are only three other ready-mix concrete plants located in 

Derby: 

5.21.1 Breedon concrete batching plant at Chequers Road, Derby DE21 6EN; 

5.21.2 Aggregate Industries – Douglas Concrete Aggregates Ltd, Megaloughton Lane, 

Spondon, Derby DE21 7BR; 

5.21.3 a concrete batching plant operated by Cemex UK Materials, Megaloughton Lane, 

Spondon, Derby DE21 7BR. 

5.22 Customers are much more likely to purchase material from a local supplier offering the 

advantages of time and distance to supply, the ability to add or reduce amounts required 

more effectively / quickly, the possibility of lower pricing, material requiring no 

additive(s) unless specified and wider delivery time options. 

6. FAILURE TO ADEQUATELY ADDRESS THE NPPF AND THE PPG AND 

INCONSISTENT APPLICATION OF LOCAL PLANNING POLICY 

6.1 In making the Order, the Acquiring Authority has failed to adequately address the NPPF 

and the PPG. 

6.2 Contrary to the advice at Paragraph 204(e) of Chapter 17 to the NPPF for planning 

policies to safeguard existing sites for the processing of minerals, the manufacture of 

concrete and concrete products, and the processing and recycling of secondary 

aggregate material, the compulsory acquisition of the Property will cause such activities 
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and a viable business to cease. Furthermore, two full time and four part time employees 

are likely to be redundant, contrary to Paragraph 80 of the NPPF, which provides that: 

"[p]lanning policies and decisions should help create the conditions in which 

businesses can invest, expand and adapt. Significant weight should be placed on the 

need to support economic growth and productivity, taking into account both local 

business needs and wider opportunities for development". 

6.3 In addition, the Statement of Case fails to have regard to the Department of Housing, 

Communities and Local Government's Planning Practice Guidance (Minerals) that 

planning authorities should safeguard existing storage, handling and transport sites 

(Paragraph 006, Reference ID: 27-006-20140306 (March 2014)). Accordingly, the 

Acquiring Authority will fail to ensure that the land used by the Objector will remain 

available for the current mineral processing purposes, and as a result will fail to prevent 

sensitive or inappropriate development that would conflict with the Objectors' mineral 

processing business. 

6.4 The emerging Derbyshire and Derby Minerals Local Plan, Towards a Minerals Local 

Plan: Spring 2018 Consultation dated December 2017 recognises the importance of 

safeguarding and draft policy covers the issue. Section 5.3 to 5.5 of the Background 

Paper Safeguarding of Minerals Related Infrastructure appended at Annexure 3 

explicitly refers to concrete batching plants and in particular section 5.4 states: 

"The numbers and distribution of the sites involved do not suggest that any individual 

plant is critical in its own right; each would appear to serve its own relatively limited 

local area." 

6.5 Policy SG3: Safeguarding Minerals Related Infrastructure contained in Chapter 10 of 

the consultation draft and appended at Annexure 4. states: 

"Existing, planned and potential rail heads, rail links to quarries, sites for concrete 

batching and processing and distribution of recycled and secondary aggregate within 
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quarries are safeguarded to ensure that they are taken into account when other forms 

of development are planned in or around the facility". (emphasis added) 

6.6 Furthermore, chapter 10.2.22 states that:  

"All the relevant local authorities have been involved in developing an approach to 

mineral infrastructure safeguarding under the Duty to Cooperate…" 

6.7 Should the Objector's facility be removed during the Plan period or it can be proved that 

is no longer required, this will be taken into account when considering a proposal on or 

in the vicinity of the facility. 

6.8 Notwithstanding the grant of the Outline Permission in 2013, emerging policy has been 

informed by an evidence base of existing sites including ready-mix concrete plants (the 

one on the Property amongst them) and up to date national policy has identified the need 

for safeguarding of these facilities. 

7. COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE ACQUIRING AUTHORITY  

7.1 The timeline provided at Annexure 5 sets out significant contacts between the Objector 

and the Acquiring Authority.  

7.2 The Acquiring Authority's willingness to discuss the Property has changed markedly 

since it acquired the freehold at the beginning of November. 

Relocation  

7.3 It is evident from the Acquiring Authority's response at paragraph 5.44 of the Statement 

of Case that it does not understand that site location is a key factor in the operation of a 

successful concrete batching plant and that the Objector has not been able to identify a 

suitable replacement site despite 18 months of diligent enquiries. 

7.4 At paragraph 7.4 of the Statement of Case, the Acquiring Authority sets out a summary 

of its apparent contact with the Objector. However, the Objector does not have any 

record of contact from the Acquiring Authority until a letter dated 27 March 2019 titled 
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"The Castleward Urban Village Regeneration Scheme, Derby, Land referencing and 

property related enquiries" arrived. 

7.5 The Objector notes that this was followed by a letter dated 3 April 2019 enclosing 

"Service of Notice pursuant to Section 16 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1976" giving the Objector 14 days to complete a lengthy questionnaire. 

7.6 At paragraph 15.6.4 of the Statement of Case, the Acquiring Authority sets out its 

response to ground 2 of the Objection. However, the Objector does not have any record 

of any site visit conducted by the Acquiring Authority's agent, Thomas Lister Limited 

(the "Agent"), and neither has it been provided with the results of the valuation exercise 

despite numerous requests. In fact, despite the assurances made by the Acquiring 

Authority, it has not made any, or any serious attempt to acquire the Objector's interest 

in the land by private treaty. 

7.7 The Objector first met with the Agent on 20 June 2019. At this meeting the Objector 

indicated that the cost of relocating/replacing its ready-mix plant (in accordance with 

the principles in Tamplins Brewery Ltd. v County Borough of Brighton (1971) 22 P. & 

C.R. 746) would be in the order of one million eight hundred thousand to two million 

pounds (£1,800,000 to £2,000,000). The Agent indicated that they had received similar 

valuation advice from The Wood Group (however, this advice has not been disclosed 

to the Objector despite several requests for it). 

7.8 The Objector also indicated the cost of total extinguishment of its business under the 

"Compensation Code". This is in accordance with paragraph 5.46 of the Acquiring 

Authority's Statement of Case which states: "Any businesses that are unable to be 

relocated will be eligible to receive compensation in accordance with the Compensation 

Code." 

7.9 Following the meeting on 20 June 2019, the Agent provided information relating to: 

7.9.1 land to let within a 15-mile radius of Derby; and 

7.9.2 land for sale within a 15-mile radius of Derby. 
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7.10 These documents were updated on 12 September 2019 with the search radius being 

widened to 20 miles. The documents were updated again on 2 December 2019 and 23 

April 2020.  

7.11 In addition, the Acquiring Authority has provided information relating to available sites 

and the Objector (or representatives on its behalf) has also conducted its own searches, 

the results of both are set out in Annexure 6. Regrettably despite several virtual 

meetings and diligent enquiry it has to date not been possible to identify a suitable 

relocation site for one or more of the following reasons: 

7.11.1 the Objector has held a leasehold interest in the Property for 24 years and is not in a 

position to acquire a freehold interest in any site; 

7.11.2 the freehold owners of a number of the proposed sites did not want to let the site for use 

as a concrete batching plant; 

7.11.3 due to the Acquiring Authority's planning policies the proffered sites was unlikely to be 

granted planning consent for use as a concrete batching plant; 

7.11.4 one of the sites was to be developed for flood defence purposes and the remaining area 

would not accommodate a concrete batching plant; 

7.11.5 the freehold owner of one particular site did not want the site to be developed piecemeal; 

however, it would have been willing to consider a more comprehensive development 

plan if the Acquiring Authority was to bring this forward; 

7.11.6 the rent was excessive for the proposed concrete batching plant use; or 

7.11.7 the site was in an unsuitable location. 

7.12 In total, 28 potential sites have been reviewed and discounted by the Objector for 

reasons that are entirely justified. 

7.13 Concrete batching operations are generally conducted on an open site. In order to allay 

potential landlords' reservations regarding these operations the Objector has suggested 

to the Acquiring Authority that it might be possible to locate the concrete batching plant 
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within a building. The cost of constructing or leasing a suitable building would increase 

the cost of relocating/replacing the operations. 

7.14 The Objector has suggested to the Acquiring Authority that they could use their 

compulsory purchase or other powers to acquire a suitable site which they could then 

lease to the Objector. This arrangement proved successful in similar circumstances 

elsewhere in the country but has been rejected by the Acquiring Authority in this case. 

7.15 Despite diligent enquiry the Objector, aided to a limited extent by the Acquiring 

Authority, has been unable to identify a suitable relocation site. Any acquisition of the 

Property will therefore result in the closure of the Objector's business in this location 

with consequential impacts on their business and the wider economy including a loss of 

jobs and environmental impacts. 

8. PREMATURITY 

8.1 The Property is manifestly not needed now. 

8.2 The Acquiring Authority has acknowledged that the Property is not needed now and 

public statements regarding the phasing of the Scheme underlying the Order suggest 

that it will not be needed for a considerable period of time. 

8.3 The Acquiring Authority has not exhausted attempts to acquire the Property by private 

treaty, indeed it has not made any offer to buy the Objector's interest in the Property.   

8.4 The history of the matter shows that the Acquiring Authority's attempts to negotiate 

with the Objector have been virtually non-existent. 

8.5 The Acquiring Authority has informed the Objector that it intends to acquire possession 

of the Property by exercising its rights under the Lease in reliance on the '54 Act. If that 

is the intention of the Acquiring Authority, there is no need to include the Property in 

the Order.  

8.6 It would appear that the Acquiring Authority has estimated that any compensation 

payable under the provisions of the '54 Act would be a very small proportion of the 
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compensation payable under a compulsory purchase acquisition.  Given the Acquiring 

Authority's confidence in its '54 Act remedies it should not be afforded the option of 

choosing between the statutory procedures at this stage but should instead exhaust its 

remedies under the '54 Act before seeking to rely on compulsory purchase powers. 

8.7 Only if the Acquiring Authority subsequently fails to secure the Property under the '54 

Act should compulsory purchase powers be sought. 

9. THE SCHEME 

9.1 As noted above, the Scheme underlying the Order was approved in 2013 pursuant to the 

Outline Permission. 

9.2 The Scheme is being implemented by a developer, Compendium Living. 

9.3 The development of the Scheme has been subject to a number of variations and 

amendments over the years; most recently proposed by way of a planning application 

pursuant to section 73 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to vary certain 

conditions of the Outline Permission. This planning application has not yet been 

determined and there is no guarantee that consent will be granted in the timescales 

sought, thereby adding further delay to the whole Scheme and compounding the 

prematurity of the acquisition of the Property. 

10. BUSINESS LEASE RENEWAL PROCEEDINGS 

10.1 The Objector was in contact with Mr Peter Milner, the agent representing the Objector's 

former landlord prior to the Acquiring Authority's acquisition of the freehold interest in 

the Property. Mr Milner contacted the Objector via email on 2 July 2019 to which the 

Objector responded on 3 July 2019. Further contact was then made on 29 August 2019 

regarding an update on the Order process.  

10.2 On 28 January 2020, the Objector met at Mr Milner's offices to discuss the situation, 

following which confirmation of the day's discussions and the intention to agree a 

reversionary lease was stated. A reversionary lease is one granted before the termination 
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of the existing lease, but which would have permitted the Objector to remain in 

possession after that termination for an agreed term. Correspondence was exchanged on 

7 February 2020 and during various times in April through May 2020 resulting in Heads 

of Terms being agreed. 

10.3 Subsequently, it was challenging to make contact with Mr Milner, largely due to 

COVID 19 restrictions, but the Objector continued to liaise with Mr Milner over the 

following months. The parties' solicitors also exchanged correspondence over the lease 

detail resulting in the preparation and negotiation of a draft lease, which was ready to 

be circulated for signature as of 22 October 2020 subject only to a minor issue relating 

to the application of the EPC5 regime to the plant on the Property. 

10.4 The Objector received an e-mail on 2 November 2020 from it former landlord's solicitor 

stating that it had "received instructions from [its] client that [they] should no longer 

proceed with the grant of a further lease to [the Objector]". 

10.5 Following this, the Objector was served with a s.25 Notice dated 4 December 2020 by 

the Acquiring Authority (acting in its capacity as the Objector's landlord). 

10.6 The s.25 Notice gives notice that the Acquiring Authority intends to end the Objector's 

tenancy on 3 December 2021 and that it opposes an application to the court to order the 

grant of a new tenancy pursuant to ground F of section 30(1) of the '54 Act. 

10.7 The Objector reserves its position as to its course of action under the '54 Act following 

receipt of the s.25 Notice. However, the Objector submits that if it is the Acquiring 

Authority's position that it can regain possession of the Property under the '54 Act, it 

would not appear to be necessary to include the Property within the land to be subject 

to the Order. 

                                                   
5 Energy Performance Certificate 
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11. CONCLUSION 

11.1 Having initially indicated that it would support the relocation of the Objector's business 

the Acquiring Authority now intends to secure possession under the '54 Act. The effect 

of this strategy is that, whilst the Acquiring Authority wants to use powers of 

compulsory acquisition, it also wants to avoid paying compensation for either the costs 

of relocating the Objector's business, or the loss of that business, if it has to close down. 

The Objector submits that that would be a serious misuse of statutory powers, and it 

reserves its position in the event that the Order is confirmed so as to include the 

Property.   

11.2 This being the case the confirmation of the Order in respect of the Objector's interest is 

unnecessary. 

11.3 Furthermore, if the Acquiring Authority is confident to proceed against the Objector 

under the '54 Act (and take advantage of the limited compensation regime available 

under that legislation) it should be content to forego the additional powers available 

under compulsory purchase order legislation (where the compensation regime would be 

more generous). 

11.4 For all the reasons set out above the Inspector is respectfully asked to exclude the 

Objector's interest in the Property from the Order and leave the Acquiring Authority to 

pursue its rights under the '54 Act. 

CMS Cameron McKenna Nabarro Olswang LLP 

4 January 2021 
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ANNEXURE 1 
PROGRESS OF THE SCHEME 

Phase  Statement of Case Planning position 

Phase 1 Completed 
Completed in 2016 comprising 164 residential units (based on the Statement of 

Case) 

Phase 2 Currently in progress 

Phase 2A (54 residential units) is due to complete late Autumn 2020 (based on 

the Statement of Case) 

Phase 2B is subject to a resolution to grant outline planning permission for a 

further 180 residential units 

Phase 2B is also subject to two pending applications (94 residential units) and 

(174 residential units) 

Phase 3 
Reserved matters to be obtained by 30 April 2020 (this date has been revised in 

agreement with Homes England) 

Phase 3A (82 residential units) is subject to a reserved matters approval 

Phase 3B awaited 

Phase 3C awaited 

Phase 46 
31 March 2023 (in accordance with the Council's grant agreement with Homes 

England) 
Phase 4 awaited 

Phase 5 31 March 2027 Phase 5 awaited 

                                                   
6 This is the phase that includes the Property 
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ANNEXURE 2 
CASTLEWARD DERBY AREA C4 – NOISE ASSESSMENT 
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ANNEXURE 3 
DERBYSHIRE AND DERBY MINERALS LOCAL PLAN – SPRING 2018 CONSULTATION 

BACKGROUND PAPER – SAFEGUARDING OF MINERALS RELATED INFRASTRUCTURE 
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ANNEXURE 4 
DERBYSHIRE AND DERBY MINERALS LOCAL PLAN – SPRING 2018 CONSULTATION 

CHAPTER 10 
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ANNEXURE 5 
CONTACT BETWEEN THE ACQUIRING AUTHORITY AND THE OBJECTOR 

Date Parties Contact Description 

27/03/2019 
Acquiring Authority 

Letter 
First contact by the Acquiring Authority regarding land referencing and property related enquiries Objector 

03/04/2019 

Acquiring Authority 

Letter 

Service of Notice pursuant to Section 16 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 

1976 Acquiring Authority will endeavour to enter into discussion with landowners affected by the 

Castleward scheme and to acquire land by negotiation. REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 

QUESTIONNAIRE: THE CASTLEWARD URBAN VILLAGE REGENERATION SCHEME, 

DERBY Objector 

17/04/2019 
Objector email 

Completed request for information questionnaire returned 
Ardent Management Letter 

20/06/2019 

Acquiring Authority 

Meeting 

Initial meeting with Thomas Lister 

Objector 

Objector mention relocation costs likely to be circa £2.0M & Total Extinguishment significantly in 

excess of this 

 

Thomas Lister indicate that they have high level advice from Wood Group indicating similar 

relocation costs (but have never disclosed this) 

24/06/2019 Acquiring Authority email Details of land to let within 15-mile radius of Derby 
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Date Parties Contact Description 

Objector Details of land for sale within 15-mile radius of Derby 

12/09/2019 
Acquiring Authority 

email 
Updated details of land to let within 15-mile radius of Derby 

Objector Updated details of land for sale within 15-mile radius of Derby 

19/09/2019 

Acquiring Authority 

Letter 

Refers to delay to proposed CPO 

Objector 

Acquiring Authority committed to acquire land by agreement but compulsory purchase powers being 

sought  

 
Refers to letter dated 10/07/2019 (not seen) 

01/11/2019 

  

Letter 

Refers to information event held on 09/10/2019 

Acquiring Authority Acquiring Authority prefers to acquire land by agreement 

Objector Acquiring Authority offers reasonable assistance in identifying suitable alternative premises 

  Offers appointment to meet Thomas Lister 

13/11/2019 Acquiring Authority   Acquiring Authority resolved to make CPO 

02/12/2019 
Acquiring Authority 

email 
Updated details of land to let within 20-mile radius of Derby 

Objector Updated details of land for sale within 20-mile radius of Derby 

05/03/2020 Acquiring Authority   THE DERBY CITY COUNCIL (CASTLEWARD) COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDER 2020 

09/03/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Letter 
Notice of Making of the CPO 

Objector Acquiring Authority Statement of Reasons for making the CPO. 
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Date Parties Contact Description 

03/04/2020 

Objector   

Objection to The Derby City Council (Castleward) Compulsory Purchase Order 2020 National Planning 

Casework Unit   

23/04/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Objector 
Email 

Email from the Acquiring Authority suggesting that the conference call on 24 April 2020 should also 

consider the progress made by the Objector's agent in connection with alternative relocation sites 

24/04/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon General update re relocation opportunities 
Objector 

04/05/2020 
Ministry of Housing 

Letter Notice that letter dated 03/04/2020 has been registered as a remaining objection to the Order 
Objector 

29/04/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

email List of possible relocation sites 
Objector 

26/05/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon General update re relocation opportunities 
Objector 

09/07/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon General update re relocation opportunities 
Objector 

14/07/2020 
Planning 

Inspectorate 
email Notice of public Inquiry 
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Date Parties Contact Description 

Objector 

20/08/2020 Acquiring Authority email Acquiring Authority CPO Statement of Case 

28/08/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

email Marketing particulars for 13 & 15 Victory Park, Derby 
Objector 

24/09/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon General update re relocation opportunities 
Objector 

12/10/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

email Acquiring Authority provide Severn Trent contact details 
Objector 

13/10/2020 
Wood Group 

email Requesting details of site suitability 
Objector 

28/10/2020 Acquiring Authority email 

Appendix 3 - Funding the scheme 

Shown as HIF land is funded by a mix of Homes England HIF, unringfenced Right to Buy receipts 

and deferred land receipt 

05/11/2020 

Planning 

Inspectorate email Pre-Inquiry meeting agenda 

09/11/2020 
Planning 

Inspectorate 
email 

Pre-Inquiry meeting 
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Date Parties Contact Description 

Objector Inspector's notes 

10/11/2020 Acquiring Authority email 

Acquiring Authority notify Objector that they acquired the freehold interest in the John Street site on 

06/11/2020 

Objector Land Registry information indicates purchase price was £542,000 

11/11/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

email Acquiring Authority list of potential relocation sites 
Objector 

12/11/2020 

Acquiring Authority 

Telecon 

General update re relocation opportunities 

Objector 

Acquiring Authority first mention that they do not intend to pay CPO compensation but intend to 

refuse to grant new lease under Landlord & Tenant Act 1954 

12/11/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

email Acquiring Authority provide Leavesley Group contact details 
Objector 

12/11/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon Acquiring Authority first suggest that they may refuse grant of new lease 
Objector 

17/11/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Telecon Acquiring Authority confirm their intention to refuse grant of new lease 
Objector 

04/12/2020 
Acquiring Authority 

Letter Landlord & Tenant Act 1954 s25 Notice to terminate tenancy 
Objector 
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ANNEXURE 6 
SITES PROPOSED BY THE ACQUIRING AUTHORITY FOR RELOCATION OF THE OBJECTOR'S BUSINESS 

Site Address Proposed Rent 

(per annum) 

Reason for unsuitability 

Albert Looms, Megaloughton Lane, DE21 7ND  Area required too large; timescales too long; the 

directors of the business have no interest in letting to 

the Objector 

Leavesley Group, Raynesway, DE21 7BF  Planning policies unlikely to allow concrete 

batching plant operations in this location 

Trebor Developments, Mega Point, Megaloughton Lane, DE21 

7ND 

Asking rent 

£244,874.50 

Unrealistic rent: approximately eight times more 

than the current rent 

Severn Trent Raynesway/Spondon, DE21 7BE  Owner is unable to commence discussions at the 

present time 

Network Rail Chaddesden Sidings, DE21 6NZ  Awaiting confirmation of flood defence proposals 

from the Acquiring Authority 
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Site Address Proposed Rent 

(per annum) 

Reason for unsuitability 

Rolls Royce, Osmaston Rd, DE23 8JS  Unable to progress due to insufficient interest from 

other parties 

Northedge, Alfreton Rd, DE21 4AP  Owner would not accept concrete batching plant 

operations on the site 

Units D & E Kingsway Industrial Park, DE22 3FT £85,000 Acquiring Authority has not indicated that it would 

accept the additional costs of locating plant within a 

building 

Unit 2 Bemrose Park, DE21 6XQ £78,000 (Includes buildings) Acquiring Authority has not 

indicated that it would accept the additional costs of 

locating plant within a building 

Units 13 & 15 Victory Park, Victory Road, DE24 8ER  Owner is unable to accommodate the Objector's 

requirements 

1Stores Rd DE21 4BG  Site has been let 
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Site Address Proposed Rent 

(per annum) 

Reason for unsuitability 

Land and Buildings, 9 Thirsk Place, Osmaston Park Industrial 

Estate, Derby, DE24 8JJ 

For sale with a 

guide price of 

£1,500,000 

For sale only; under offer but still available 

St Modwen Park, Wyvern Way DE21 6NZ  Large scale 50-acre development.  Agents for St 

Modwen reported that their client's view was that if 

it was one of the last parcels of land on the scheme, 

they'd probably be interested but given they're just 

starting out their view was that, at this stage, the use 

would not be suitable 

Sinfin Commercial Park DE24 9GL  Owner is unable to accommodate the Objector's 

requirements 

Precision Park, Bateman Street, Derby, Derbyshire DE23 8JQ  Access via Bateman Street is unsuitable due to 

narrow road and offices not needed 
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Site Address Proposed Rent 

(per annum) 

Reason for unsuitability 

Derby Pride Parkway, DE24 8JH  Unsuitable due to sensitive neighbouring properties 

(car dealerships and other prime users) and unlikely 

to be granted planning consent as the area is a 

gateway into Pride Park 

Locomotive Way, DE24 8PU  Unsuitable due to sensitive neighbouring properties 

(car dealerships etc.) and unlikely to be granted 

planning consent due to nature of highway network 

and unsuitable HGV routing 

Uttoxeter New Road DE22 3EA  Unsuitable due to sensitive neighbouring properties 

and unlikely to be granted planning consent as not in 

a designated employment area 

Asher Ln - Open Storage Land - Ripley, DE5 3SW  Insufficient land available (0.37 acres) 
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Site Address Proposed Rent 

(per annum) 

Reason for unsuitability 

Centrum Way - Design & Build Site - Burton On Trent, DE14 

2SY 

 Outside area of interest 

2 Hallam Fields Road - Storage Land Rear of 2 Kensington 

Works, Ilkeston, DE7 4BR 

 Insufficient land available (0.4 acres) 

Land at Hollygate Lane - Nottingham, NG12 3JW  Outside area of interest 

Littlewell Ln, Stanton-By-Dale, DE7 4QW  Outside area of interest 

Lows Ln - Foundry Works, Ilkeston, DE7 4QU  Outside area of interest 

Private Road No 3 - Open Storage Land Nottingham, NG4 2BA  Outside area of interest 

Welshcroft Close - Summit Colliery Nottingham, NG17 8GJ  Outside area of interest 

Wiltshire Road DE21 6EZ  Residential road; totally unsuitable location 
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